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 Welcome

 The following new members have joined us since the last issue of Borderlines. We hope
you will be very happy in Llandrindod U3A.

 March Norman Attenbury; Margaret Baynham; Jill DeGray Birch; Carole Bumford;
Roger Malvern and Randle Walker

 April Jenny Ashley;Wendy Isle;Thelma Mason and Patricia Richards

 May Joyce Brady and Ruth Brown

Correction.

 In the March Edition of Borderlines we extended a welcome to John and Jillian Ames.
This should have read John and Jillian Amiss. (I had a senior moment and typed the
name of the hero of the book I had selected for the Readers Book Group.)  My
apologies to Mr and Mrs Amiss.

      Catherine Clarke

"I would like to thank everyone who sent me good wishes via e-mail, telephone, cards
and David during my recent illness. I would also like to thank the people who sent me
flowers and cake. Your thoughts are very much appreciated.
Catherine Clarke"

Catherine was co-opted back on to the committee at their last meeting to continue her
sterling work as Coordinator of Interest groups. We are  very grateful to Denise Thorn
who covered the duties so ably during Catherine’s illness.

Cover photo: Hergest Croft, by Tony Hodges

Introduction from the Editor

Hello and welcome to the June edition of Borderlines.
I know many groups have trips organised for the summer (always assuming we get one!) so
please remember Borderlines.
My thanks to everyone who contributed so enthusiastically to the favourite book of
Llandrindod U3A. Many people have asked me for a full list of the titles as they want to
read books others have recommended. Could I remind members of the book groups, which
regularly read and discuss titles you may not have thought about?
Regards, Margaret



The Garden Visiting Group go
to Bryan’s Ground

Photos by Fay Ramsden



Your Committee for 2013/14
 L-R Bob Atkins; Fay Ramsden; Berwyn Woolnough; Ann Parkhouse; Ann Morgan; Mai
Ellis; Catherine Clarke; Jane Malvern and David Gambles.

Newly elected in 2013

Bob Atkins, Vice Chairman.

Bob Atkins made aeroplanes for 37 years  and then
worked as a civilian for the police force. He retired  to
Howey 11 years ago. He has always liked working with
and for others and playing a full part in the community.
He was heavily involved in the friendly society The
Foresters for many years, and is churchwarden and
treasurer for Diserth and Howey. Bob joined U3A about
5 years ago and is a member of the Church Visiting,
Sunday Lunch and Theatre groups.

David Gambles,  Treasurer
I was recently elected Treasurer but am a very new member
of U3A having joined just twelve months ago.
I am a Chartered Marine Engineer by profession but have
been retired for over ten years now apart from the
occasional consultancy and technical editing commissions.
Until very recently, I was the Honorary Secretary of the
Wales Branch of The Institute of Marine Engineering, Science
and Technology based at Cardiff University.
Many of the 'special interest' Groups are of interest to me
but I feel it prudent to 'get a grip' of U3A's financial affairs

before becoming too committed.



 A message from the Chairman.

Here we are at the start of a new U3A year; I do hope you will enjoy the programme of
lectures planned for the next few months.
If you were at the May meeting, you will know that I spoke about a suggestion that we have
had, to the effect that instead of having a lecture after the Annual General Meeting, we
should have more time to conduct the AGM, and follow that by featuring the Interest
Groups. This would be an opportunity for the Groups to tell the rest of us about what they
have been studying during the past year, and maybe give a presentation or demonstration
about it.
The audience at the May meeting seemed quite enthusiastic about this idea, and hopefully
they are representative of the whole U3A. This last AGM did take rather a long time, which
was unfair to our Speaker.
A Speaker has already been booked for the AGM 2014, but the Committee will give the idea
serious consideration before we get as far as planning the AGM for 2015.
Best wishes, Jane

Marach. Norman Atterbur

 Useful contact numbers

 Jane Malvern: Chairman (01597 823806)

 Bob Atkins: Vice Chairman (01597 823292
 David Gambles: Treasurer (01597 823940)
 Ann Parkhouse: Secretary (01597 823515) AnnParkhouse@u3a-llandrindod.org.uk
 Mai Ellis: Programme Secretary (01597 822710)

 Catherine Clarke: Interest Group Coordinator (01597 811431
 Ann Morgan: Coordinator of Welcomers (01597 822802)
 Barbara Warner: Web Editor (01597 825592) barbara@u3a-llandrindod.org.uk
 Margaret Mason: Borderlines Editor (01597 825365) margaret@u3a-llandrindod.org.uk

Senior Moment –(um)!
An exciting new opportunity for people over 50, 60 or indeed 70+ to take part in dance
sessions to keep active, stay connected and have fun!
The sessions will be at the Powys Dance Centre in Arlais Road, Llandrindod on Monday's
from 11:00 – 12:00 noon.
Open to all those dance enthusiasts who want to maintain their Ability, Agility & Mobility.
ALL ADULTS WELCOME - male or female what ever your age, no dance experience necessary
just lots of enthusiasm to take part!Contact 01597 824370 for details

Try Something Once.is a new interest group! The first thing to be tried is golfing at
Llandrindod golf course on 13th or 14th June. Equipment and tuition provided £3 for a one
hour session
Contact Penny Everett or Fay Ramsden for details.



THE  MYTHOLOGY  GROUP

The Mythology Group has made a good start.  We began with the role of Zeus in
the Perseus and Medusa myth. At the group we looked for examples of mythology in
Literature and Art,  in this case at Edward Byrne Jones’ ‘Perseus Series’,  at Raphael’s
‘Council of the Gods’  and ‘Feast of the Gods’,  at Caravaggio’s ‘Medusa’ and at Ovid’s
poetic descriptions in ‘Metamorphoses’.

Incidentally, we have a good example  of mythology in Sculpture, nearby,  at the
Elan Valley  Visitors’ Centre where stands the sculpture by  Christopher Kelly of
‘Prometheus’ , Prometheus being the divine figure associated with the origin of Fire who
defies the Gods and is bound to a rock by Jupiter, where his liver is eaten, daily by an
eagle and nightly renews itself until,  finally,  Prometheus is freed by Heracles (Hercules).

       ‘I gave all
He has: and in return he chains me here
Years , ages, night and day: whether the Sun
Split my parched skin,  or in the moony night
The crystal-winged snow cling round my hair.’
P.B.Shelley.  ‘Prometheus Unbound’.

This sculpture is relevant, locally ,
as 19 year old Percy Bysshe Shelley
arrived at the Elan Valley in 1811 with
16 year old Harriet Westbrook,  having
been sent down from Oxford for writing
tracts on atheism.  He stayed ,
intermittently, for 2 years at Nantgwyllt
Hall and Cwm Elan Old Manor House,
neither of which  now exist. Here he
hoped to set up a community of liberal
thinkers on the values of William
Godwin’s ’Political Justice’,  of
‘domestic revolutionaries and open
hearted companions-a maverick  society
of shared work, study, appreciation of
things natural and beautiful’. This never
materialised.

Thank you to Fay Ramsden for the
photographs  and Brian Maunde for
information on Cwm Elan  and
Nantgwyllt.

Patsy Godfrey



,And the favourite book of Llandrindod U3A is…….

I had no idea when I proposed the idea of finding our favourite book just how complicated it
would be. To focus everyone’s mind on the books they simply could not bear to be without, I
suggested we go for the Desert Island Discs concept. This may have skewed the approach for
some; being, after all, U3A, our members took a very positive approach. They were going to
come off that island more knowledgeable than when they went on! The Encyclopaedia
Britannica, Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary and The Times Atlas of the World were some of the
books selected, although the latter may have been chosen to help escape!

To ensure we did not end up with hundreds of discrete titles, I asked people to choose 3 books
in the expectation some titles would overlap and we would have a clear winner. In the event,
we had less duplication than I anticipated. It was absolutely fascinating to see the range of
books being chosen. Classics for children scored highly, such as Anne of Green Gables; Little
Women; Little Black Sambo; The House at Pooh Corner; Treasure Island and Robinson Crusoe.
Many people choose inspirational books, from authors such as Nelson Mandela to Pope John
Paul II. There were travel books; poetry books; biography, classic novels; family sagas;
adventure books; detective novels and a play.  The books cited below are only the ones that
scored more than one vote - there are over 100 others! Barbara will put a copy of the full list on
the website. or contact me if you would like a copy.

I am really grateful for such wholehearted support from  everyone, from book clubs to
individuals.

The result is:-
Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen. 5 votes
The Wind in the Willows, by Kenneth Grahame. 4 votes
The Island, by Victoria Hislop. 4 votes
Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Bronte. 3 votes
To Kill a Mocking Bird, by Harper Lee. 3 votes.

All the following scored 2 votes: Wuthering Heights, by Emily Bronte; Wild Swans, by Jung
Chang; David Copperfield, by Charles Dickens; Birdsong, by Sebastian Faulks; The Great Gatsby,
by Scott Fitzgerald; Les Miserables, by Victor Hugo; The Oxford Book of English Verse , edited by
Helen Gardner; The Hare with Amber Eyes, by Edmund De Waal and The Journeying Boy, by Jon
Manchip White.
Jane Austen was also the author with the most books selected, at  4, although she was run very
close by Dickens and Neville Shute, amongst others.
Interestingly the TES have recently conducted a similar exercise (I did not know about this until
after our survey had finished) and the results were very similar. Out of their top 10, 5 were in
our own winners, and the favourite book was...Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen!



Some members of the Sunday
Lunch Group enjoying
themselves at The Commodore
on 17th March. They also
celebrated (well, some of us did
! ) Wales' magnificent win over
England the  previous day and
their ultimate attainment of the
6 Nations Rugby Union Trophy.
(The daffodil looks as if she has
been celebrating all night ! ) In
the picture Bob Atkins, Betty
Jones and Val Burrows
Photo Fay Ramsden. Text Betty
Jones

The Welsh History Group enjoyed a
fascinating talk by Gill Hughes and Penny Everett
on “Women in the Nineteenth Century”. Pointing
out that very little was written about working
class women , they used items from the
collection amassed by Gill and Richard from their
shop in Rhayader to illustrate the lives of
ordinary women. The picture above shows the
exhibits in the foreground, and the picture on the
left shows group members attempting to identify
objects that Gill is displaying. I now know what
button moulds look like!

”

Photos by Penny Everett

Exhibits by Gill and Richard
Hughes

The notice on the display of
collars reads “ We have
collared quite a few since
1884!”


